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Background

“I believe the most important public good we should pay for is environmental protection and 
enhancement” Rt Hon Michael Gove

“ELMS will put farmers, foresters and other land managers more in control of how they use their 
assets in order to satisfy commercial and government contracts for the delivery of environmental 
public goods”.

“A contract to deliver public goods, alongside market products”

• Clean and plentiful water,

• Clean air,

• Thriving plants and wildlife,

• Reduction in and protection from environmental hazards,

• Adaptation to and mitigation of climate change,

• Beauty, heritage and engagement with the environment.

“cornerstone of land management policy”
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It is not entirely new

Current payments for environmentally-friendly farming require specific 
management methods, but we are putting the emphasis on the 
outcomes for the environment – often called a results-based 
approach”

“Farmers have played the central role in the trial, taking part in 
monitoring, telling other farmers what it’s been like to take part, and 
giving feedback about what works and what doesn’t”.



It is not entirely new

Restore plant diversity, semi-natural pastures and meadows.
Enhanced habitats for breeding waders



How? 

Whole Farm Plans Targets Farmer Responsibility Payments by Results

Advisers

contract

Natural Capital Based



Where is NFM in the agenda?

Ecosystem service Farmer ranking

Aesthetic Landscape 1

Wildlife / biodiversity 2

Recreation – health and wellbeing 3

Water quality 4

Education 5

Animal health and welfare 6

Soil quality – erosion control 7

Inspiration / Sense of Place 8

Flood Alleviation 9

Climate regulation 10

Heritage / Sense of place 11

Pollination 12

Air quality 13

Pest control 14
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Where is NFM in the agenda?

• Blackdown Hills and East Devon AONB Partnerships

•

•

• Dorset AONB Partnership

• Forest of Bowland, Nidderdale and North Pennines AONB Partnership

•

•

•

•

Only two include NFM
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What is the track record?

217,000 farms in the UK

(NB. Farmers in England received €2.4 billion in subsidies in 2017)

Defra hopes to have 82,500 farmers enrolled on ELMS by 2028

Ambitions for the level of take-up of ELMS during the first year
of the three-year pilot, down from 5,000 farmers to 1,250

Defra has two years to test how well ELMS will work at scale

17.5 million hectares of land, almost three-quarters (72%) of the land in the UK
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Countryside Stewardship 

80,000 HT schemes in place
86 entries relating to NFM
31 farms total



What is the track record?

Countryside Stewardship 

80,000 HT schemes in place
86 entries relating to NFM
31 farms total

For comparison
100 traditional orchards

NFM is ‘Niche’
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Funding for ELMS and/or FCERM

Soil Management Flood Storage Areas

Runoff Attenuation
Features

Woodland 

Floodplain 
Reconnection

Leaky 
Barriers 

It is all Defra
It is all land use
and land
management

Defra fund ELMS and FCERM
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Results and Outcomes - measuring and monitoring

2028 will be a different age

Technology for on-farm evidence gathering and remote sensing
will make great strides over the next 8 years



Where? – prioritising and targeting NFM 

ELM funded NFM needs to be targeted

Why?

• NFM needs to reduce flood risk for ‘at risk receptors’

• Resources are limited

• Some NFM measures deliver other ‘public goods’ – some ‘public goods’ 
(thriving plants and wildlife) can deliver flood risk benefits



Where? – prioritising and targeting NFM 

ELM funded NFM needs to be targeted

Where?

• Where NFM modelling supports benefits to ‘at risk receptors’

• Where NFM supports climate resilience for conventional FCERM projects

• Where NFM measures deliver other valued ‘public goods’

What is the alternative?

NFM is funded and spatially distributed based on enthusiasm, existing networks and patterns 
of land ownership. 

NFM funding, FCERM funding and other pots are confused and conflicted
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Natural Capital Farm Accounts and Plan

Whole Farm Plans Targets Farmer Responsibility Payments by Results

Advisers

Natural Capital Farm
Account and Plan

Catchment Flood 
Risks 

Opportunity Mapping
and Targeting

Catchment modelled 
results
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Can ELM deliver effective flood risk management benefits?

Yes
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Am I confident it will deliver these benefits?
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Am I confident it will deliver these benefits?

That all depends how receptive Defra is during the testing 
period - the next 2 years and subsequent piloting stage

and

How receptive the Defra ‘testing’ partnerships are to NFM



What has ELMS in store for NFM?

Am I confident it will deliver these benefits?

The opportunity is to delink funding from ‘prescribed’ flood 
risk reduction benefits with a loser system

and which

Targets communities at risk



Am I optimistic on ELMS and NFM?
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Not really.
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Not really.

But there is still time



ELMS and NFM

Thanks to Steve Rose, Rachelle Ngai, Jenny Broomby, Katie Chorlton, Alex 
Jones and Barry Hankin for stats, graphics and ideas rolled up into this 
presentation.

Steve Maslen – Head of Environment JBA

steve.maslen@jbaconsulting.com


